
Facial beauty roller with hot and EMS micro current ANLAN 01 Ref: 6953156301207
Facial beauty roller with hot and EMS micro current ANLAN 01

Face roller with EMS and warm compress ANLAN 01-AAMY01-02A
Enjoy beautiful, smooth and cared-for skin. The facial roller by ANLAN will give you a relaxing massage, it also offers a warm compress
(about 40°C) and uses EMS microcurrents. As a result, it reduces the appearance of wrinkles, firms the complexion and reduces swelling.
With  its  help,  it  is  possible  to  easily  model  the  oval  of  the  face  to  give  it  a  V-shape.  The  device  is  extremely  easy  to  use  and  works
wirelessly. It is also distinguished by its lightweight, handy design, so you can always have it at hand.
 
Get the face shape you want
Want to give your face a beautiful, youthful look? Roller by ANLAN will help you do it! Among other things, the device will allow you to
accelerate  fat  burning  and  improve  circulation,  so  you  can  easily  get  the  desired  contour  of  your  chin  line.  Just  about  10  minutes  of
massage a day is enough to give your face a V-shape and visibly rejuvenate it!
 
Discover the power of EMS microcurrents
Massage alone is  not  enough -  the ANLAN brand roller  also uses EMS microcurrents,  which penetrate the deep layers  of  the skin  and
stimulate muscles to  improve firmness and elasticity.  They also support  collagen production.  All  this  means you can enjoy a fantastic
lifting effect. Your face has never looked better!
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Warm compress function
The Roller also allows you to use the warm compress function. The device affects the skin with a temperature of about 40°C, so it gently
yet effectively opens the pores. This, combined with EMS microcurrents, makes the skin absorb nutrients much better. This means that
with the ANLAN roller you can easily improve the performance of your favorite cosmetics!
 
Easy to use
Using the roller will not cause you any problem. First, wash your face and then wipe it off. Then apply your favorite toner or serum. Later,
proceed to carry out a massage under the eyes, on both sides of the nose, on the forehead, on the cheeks or in the neck area. You may
see results after just about 40 days of using the roller!
 
Lightweight, portable, cordless
Going on vacation? Don't  give up on optimal  facial  care while  you're  away!  The roller  is  extremely light  and handy,  and thanks to  its
compact design, it won't take up much space in your bag or suitcase. What's more, the device works wirelessly - you don't have to be
limited by too-short cables. Its working time reaches 90 minutes on a single charge.
 
In the box
Facial beauty roller
Charging cable
User manual
Brand
ANLAN
Name
Beauty Roller Device
Model
01-AAMY01-02A
Input
5V 1A
Battery capacity
1100mAh
Charging time
Approx. 4h
Operating time
Approx. 90min
Automatic shutdown
After 6 minutes (Single Mode)
Compress temperature
40°C ±3°C
Material
PC, zinc alloy
Weight
95g
Dimensions
148x44.5x34mm

Preço:

Antes: € 49.0032
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Agora: € 46.49

Saúde e beleza, Skincare equipment
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